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FIND GOD'S WISDOM FOR YOUR WORK.
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THE
STAKES

Your Daily Reality: 
work is what you do almost every day. It
shapes your schedule, community,
wardrobe and budget.

Your Future: 
work defines the options and identity you
will carry with you for years to come.

Your Impact: 
work shapes and channels the impact
your talents and resources have on the
world.



’S CAREER NAVIGATOR

INCREASED
CONFIDENCE

Nothing steals confidence like a lack
of clarity around our work.  

The Career Navigator uses objective
assessments and VOCA’s
proprietary feedback tool to give
you a clear picture of your talents
and how your capabilities translate
into marketable skills.

CLEAR 
MESSAGING

How do you show up and promote
yourself in the competitive job
market?

This is the question of messaging. 
 The Career Navigator teaches you
how to make a great first
impression, show your value, and
plan the conversations you will
need to succeed in your search.

A PLAN 
THAT WORKS

When it comes to going after a job,
you need a plan that works. 

Distractions, time wasters,  and
shallow advice are all robbing you
of momentum and effectiveness in
your quest for what’s next. The
Career Navigator takes you through
clear steps that have proven
effective for 100’s of job seekers.

brings you three things you need 
to identify and land the work that’s right for you.

Click to Schedule Your Complimentary Consult

https://vocacenter.org/consult


THE TEAM TO SERVE YOU

We’ve navigated multiple changes in our own careers 
We’ve helped 100’s of others make it through a job change
We’re driven by the conviction that God has a plan for your work 
We’re trained and certified as professional coaches

The VOCA Team is ready to guide you on this journey:

Ken Kinard
Principal Consultant

Sarah Evers
Principal Consultant

Dr. Chip Roper
Founder & President

We’ve helped others. We can help you. 

95% report a greater sense of clarity and peace about
their careers
97% have either landed their next job or know what
they are looking for and how to find it

Of our clients who have completed the Career Navigator:



Join the tribe of
people who have

found their way to
God’s best next in

their work

Couldn’t quite find the right fit: I had invested years in an Ivy League education yet
could not find the right fit. Unlike the career office at my graduate school, VOCA could
tell me why. The Career Navigator helped me imagine and land a job that leveraged my
training AND was a good fit for me. I am forever grateful for the excellent coaching I
received!  

—PhD / MD, Pharmaceutical Analyst

Looking for something new in my 50’s: The process works! Everything you said was
true. I am now in an exciting new role, in a new field AND I still have time to invest in a
side pursuit that I believe is eternally significant.   

—Clergy Member turned Construction Manager

Wondering why I always hit a wall in every job: A VOCA Coach called out my blindspots
and illuminated the reality of "me at work." Our time together has been instrumental in
discovering how to catalyze my strengths and work with my weaknesses. Self-
awareness has increased exponentially. Career Navigator Coaching has been the best
investment I've made for my career.                                                        —IT Professional

Feeling like I didn’t belong in my current role: VOCA helped me identify my strengths
and how I can better navigate and produce results in my current position. I was not an
imposter! My experience with VOCA was helpful in confirming how my current
job/career matches my skills/gifts. It also helped me imagine my future beyond this
role.          

—Senior Compliance Consultant
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ESSENTIALS 

CHOOSE THE VERSION THAT FITS YOU

ONE-ON-ONE COACHING
10 hrs of Professional Coaching
3 Strengths/Personality Assessments
CV and LinkedIn Profile review $4,499

10 Biblical wisdom reflections
VOCA’s cloud-based learning management system
2-3 Career options to pursue

PROFESSIONAL
ONE-ON-ONE COACHING

12 hrs of Professional Coaching
4 Strengths/Personality Assessments
CV and LinkedIn Profile review

$6,499

10 Biblical wisdom reflections
VOCA’s cloud-based learning management system
2-3 Career options to pursue
Guided retreat

JUNIOR
ONE-ON-ONE COACHING

5 hrs of Professional Coaching
2 Strengths/Personality Assessments
CV and LinkedIn Profile review $2,499

10 Biblical wisdom reflections
VOCA’s cloud-based learning management system
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THREE STEPS
TO THE
WORK YOU
WERE MEANT
TO DO

Book Your Complimentary Consult: 
Work is personal, so we begin your
journey with a 30-minute confidential
conversation with one of our expert
coaches. 

Engage in Your Navigation Training: 
The Career Navigator requires hard work.
You will have assessments to complete,
data to process, resumes to write and
people to contact.

Land Your Job: 
Trust the process, work the process and
land the job that is right for you.

Click to Schedule Your Complimentary Consult

https://vocacenter.org/consult


THE RIGHT
WORK FOR YOU
At VOCA, we know that you want honor God with your career and
be an energized and valued contributor at work. In order to do
that, you need to find good-paying work that is challenging 
and fulfilling.

The problem is that the options seem endless, organizations seem
impenetrable, and since COVID19, it seems no one is hiring. This 
can leave you feeling overwhelmed and hopeless, wondering where God is in all this.  

We believe part of the Father’s plan for your life includes your daily work.  

We understand how challenging it is to look for work or switch careers during a tough economy which is why we walk
with our clients through a three-step process that empowers them to identify and land a job that fits. So you can stop
wandering like a lost soul in the job market and instead do the work you are meant to do. 



WHILE YOU WAIT FOR
YOUR CONSULT…

Watch a VOCA Video on
Work and Calling

Download our "Should I Quit My
Job?" guide

82 Nassau Street #60480 | New York, NY 10038
www.vocacenter.org | 212.518.8412 | info@vocacenter.com

https://www.vocacenter.org/videos-for-your-work
https://vocacenter.us15.list-manage.com/subscribe?u=d3c46eccbb33ba2f19b8262ce&id=cd5b315602&mc_cid=cd4df7b31e&mc_eid=8adc35c160


CAREER
NAVIGATOR

FIND GOD’S NEXT STEP FOR YOUR CAREER.
 

GET CLARITY FOR YOUR WORK
 

WIN AT YOUR JOB SEARCH.

WITH VOCA'S


